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-> H3+ + H. the
H3+molecular ion is the most abundantly produced ion in H2 dominated
plasmas. The intense and pure H3+emission from Jupiter has now been well
established as a useful probe to study Jovian plasma activity.
8ecause of the efficient ion-neutralreaction H2++ H2

Recently H3+ wlth column density of (1.7-5.5)x 1014cm-2 has been detected
in absorption towards the direction of young stellar objects that are deeply
embedded in molecular clouds (1,2). Quite unexpectedly, H3+ with similar
column density has also been deteGted in diffuse clouds towards the visible
star Cygnus 082 No.12 (3) and with one order of magnitude higher column
density towards the galactic center(4).
The H3+chemistry In those clouds together with its astrophysical implication
will be discussed.
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Large amplitude motions, tunnel1ingsplitting and strong centrifugal deformation in
floppy molecules are discussed using theoreticaltools based on the adiabatic separation
of various mode motions and on the self-consistentfield treatment of the inter-mode
interactions. The quantum molecular states are calculated from the potential energy
surfaces (PES) of molecules by cmployingapproximate as well as high1yaccurate
procedures. An analysis of the PES for some triatomic and four-atomic molecules
reveals bifurcations which determine a change in the character of the large amplitude
motions in excitedmolecularstates.
Qualitativefeatures of the ro-vibrationalspectra are discussedin terms of a semiclassical
ro-vibrational energy surface (RVES) calculated directly from the PES of a molecule.
The bifurcationsfound in the RVES describea change in the topology ofthe surface .As
a consequence, a change in the structure of the ro-vibrational energy spectrum is
predicted from the RVES. A deep insight into thc energy Icvel clusterization effect is
gained for symmetricwater-like triatomic molecules.The critical values of the angular
momentumquantum number and valuesof the energy barrier responsiblefor the cluster
formation are determinedfor the ground and excitedbendingstates.
An interesting reorganizationof the vibrationalpolyadsin rotationallyexcited triatomic
molecules is revealed and explaincd on the grounds of the quantum and semiclassical
theory

